Wa r n i n g !
You are about to be exploited by a deceptive meeting process
This meeting is not to "gather consensus", it is to impose pre-determined agendas and condition you to accept those
agendas.
The agendas and policies of the organizers are not based on local consensus or benefit, they are based on the exploits of
private international control agents and "regional" (non-democratic) policies and agendas.
You will be photographed and you will be added to databases without your knowledge or consent.
Photographs of you and your identity will be used to support policies of which you are not aware and probably do not support.
This meeting is window dressing for pre-determined political agendas for which "planners" intend to obtain a contrived
"public consensus". None of the organizers are interested in what you have to say, they are here to simply condition people
to accept their ideas and collect names and faces of people they may claim as supporters in their later presentations to
their undisclosed sponsors.
The meeting organizers will create a pleasant atmosphere to manipulate you to their agenda and you will not be allowed to
question, challenge or have any meaningful input in this meeting in any way that will affect policy.
You are NOT influencing policy in this meeting. This meeting is not an opportunity to shape or make policy.
The policies discussed at these meetings were likely developed several years ago. These meetings are to condition people into
accepting the policy that has long since been made. The policies discussed may have nothing to do with the purpose of
collecting your data and recording your identity.
The only way you Delphi this meeting is to cover part of your face with a message of opposition to the meeting. This will prevent
the photograph they want of you. A suggestion would be to wear a bandana. Use a black bandana with a circle and slash with a
NO DELPHI symbol across your forehead.
No one should appear for the pleasure of the organizers. And absolutely no one should be photographed without a facial obstruction defying their outcome and preventing your face to be used for their benefit.
We are here to tell the organizers what policy should be. We reject their pre-determined "visioning" of our future, our property,
freedoms, lifestyles and choices.
This is how you prevent an unwanted photo opportunity, your message must be on or in front of your face AT ALL TIMES.
You must spend the entire meeting like this...or, ideally, do not even go inside the meeting room.
Everyone must bring a scarf or bandana.... or some other method in which to cover most of your face. The organizers circulate
your photographs to their stakeholders. They influence legislators and funders by claiming you are a supporter using your
likeness and identity in their promotional materials. The photographs and videos that we take will never be circulated to
their distribution channels and will have no effect in the influential policy makers they reach. They don't care how many
images we take or what we do with them.
It is not recommended that you call in to register for their meeting unless they allow you to register generically as simply
"protestor". We are identifying ourselves and showing interest in the meeting process they present to us, they will claim interest
and approval in their process by the numbers of registered participants.. DO NOT EVER CALL IN TO REGISTER FOR THESE
EVENTS. . .
File complaints with DOT, (Department of Transportation), FTA (Federal Transportation Administration) and also with Mark Green the Chair of MTC. Here is their contact info:
1. Ted Matley FTA Region IX office at (415) 744-2590, or by email at ted.rnatley@fta.dot.gov;
3. Mark Green - MTC Chair markg@unioncity.org.
2. DOT/FHWA Complaint Online OIG Hotline Complaint Form - E-mail to hotline@oig.dot.gov;
For more information about what is behind all of this and to do your own research go to the following websites:

Henry Lamb, “Sustainable Development or Sustainable Freedom,” www.freedom21.org.; Michael Shaw, “Understanding Sustainable Development - Agenda
21” www.freedomadvocates.org.; Orlean Koehle, By Stealth and Deception USA Transformation, Xlibris, 2010; Tom DeWeese, www.americanpolicy.org.; Kevin Eggers www.exposeagenda21.com; Niki Raapana.blogspot.com. “Living Outside the Dialectic;”
Rosa Koire, Behind the Green Mask, www.PostSustainablilityInstitute.org; www.DemocratsAgainstUNAgenda21.com.; Heather Gass, www.theEastBayTeaParty.com; Michael
Coffman, www.environmentalperspectives.inc, http://www.discerningtoday.org/dr_michael_coffman.htm;
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